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ABSTRACT: We present real-time observations of the
diffusion of individual asbestos fibers in water. We first scaled
up a technique for fluorescent tagging and imaging of
chrysotile asbestos fibers and prepared samples with a
distribution of fiber lengths ranging from 1 to 20 μm.
Experiments were then conducted by placing a 20, 100, or 150
ppm solution of these fibers in a liquid cell mounted on a
spinning-disk confocal microscope. Using automated elliptical-
particle detection methods, we determined the translation and
rotation and two-dimensional (2D) trajectories of thousands of
diffusing chrysotile fibers. We find that fiber diffusion is size-
dependent and in reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions for the Brownian motion of rods. This agreement is
remarkable given that experiments involved non-idealized particles at environmentally relevant concentrations in a confined cell,
in which particle−particle and particle−wall interactions might be expected to cause deviations from theory. Experiments also
confirmed that highly elongated chrysotile fibers exhibit anisotropic diffusion at short time scales, a predicted effect that may have
consequences for aggregate formation and transport of asbestos in confined spaces. The examined fibers vary greatly in their
lengths and were prepared from natural chrysotile. Our findings thus indicate that the diffusion rates of a wide range of natural
colloidal particles can be predicted from theory, so long as the particle aspect ratio is properly taken into account. This is an
important first step for understanding aggregate formation and transport of non-spherical contaminant particles, in the
environment and in vivo.

■ INTRODUCTION

The primary health impacts of exposure to fine particulates,
such as asbestos fibers, are to the respiratory system, and
therefore, inhalation of airborne particles is the exposure
pathway of greatest concern. Accordingly, a substantial research
effort has been made to understand the transport and
dispersion of atmospheric particles, including asbestos fibers.1−6

Considerably less attention has been paid to the fate and
transport of asbestos in aquatic environments, because (i)
asbestos is generally considered safe in the aqueous phase and
(ii) it has been assumed that mobility of asbestos in porous
media is limited. However, there is mounting field evidence that
asbestos fibers may be transported significant distances in
groundwater,7−9 representing a possibly significant but over-
looked pathway for spreading of this hazardous material. In
addition, numerous studies have indicated that the size of
colloids exerts the primary control on their mobility and fate in
the environment,10−13 and there are indications that the length
of asbestos fibers also influences toxicity.14

Brownian motion, wherein small particles suspended in a
fluid undergo continuous random displacement, is essential to
many industrial, environmental, and biological processes.15−19

Predicting the diffusion of asbestos fibers in water would be an
important step toward understanding asbestos mobility and
retention in soils and the rate of formation of aggregates that
may influence and even inhibit transport. It may also be

relevant to understanding the behavior of asbestos in the
body.20 In the existing literature, asbestos fibers are commonly
described as high aspect ratio rod-like particles,21 and colloidal
rods in liquids have been studied theoretically18,22,23 and
numerically24,25 for decades. Recently, fluorescence video
microscopy has allowed for direct experimental observation of
the dynamics of rod-like colloids in water.26−29 The
groundbreaking study of Han et al.18 reported theoretical
predictions and experimental verification of the Brownian
motion of an isolated and idealized ellipsoidal particle confined
to two dimensions and elucidated the coupling between
translational and rotational motion.
It is unclear whether predictions for single-particle diffusion

of idealized Brownian rods are reliable for the less than ideal
case of contaminants, such as asbestos, in a complex
environment. Asbestos fibers have a large specific surface
area, unique surface charge, and unusually large aspect ratio,
and imperfections in the fiber structure could affect particle
dynamics.30,31 Moreover, asbestos fibers in the environment
may occur in non-negligible concentrations and lie within pore
spaces, both of which may produce confinement and
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interaction effects. In addition, there are challenges in
experimentally observing the dynamics of asbestos fibers in
the aqueous phase, because standard fluorescent dye does not
bind to the surface of asbestos fibers and phase-contrast
microscopy does not produce sufficient contrast. However, a
recent study demonstrated that the DksA protein from
Escherichia coli binds strongly and selectively to chrysotile, the
most commonly used industrial form of asbestos, which now
makes it possible to visualize the asbestos fibers in water by
fluorescence microscopy.4,32 In addition, the protein promotes
stability of a chrysotile suspension by introducing steric
repulsions between fibers.33

The objectives of this study are to (1) quantitatively
characterize the translational and rotational diffusivity of
asbestos fibers in water, to investigate the influence of the
particle aspect ratio, and (2) test whether existing theory for
Brownian rods can be used to describe these observations. We
employ the recently developed fluorescent staining technique32

to tag chrysotile fibers at batch scale and observe their diffusion
in a liquid cell mounted on a spinning-disk confocal
microscope. Automated elliptical particle detection18 allows
us to determine the dimensions, centroid, and orientation of
each fiber in an image and to track the trajectories of these
particles over time scales of 10−1−102 s. These data are used to
compute the relevant quantities, mean square displacements
(MSDs) and distributions of displacements, for testing diffusion
theory. The range of asbestos particle lengths examined allows
us to clearly demonstrate size-dependent diffusion. Results
show that predictions from idealized Brownian motion are
reasonably accurate, even for the case of complex particles at
environmentally relevant concentrations. We discuss the
significance of this finding for aggregate formation and
environmental transport, for both asbestos in particular and
elongated particles more generally.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample Preparation and Fluorescent Tagging. Asbes-
tos is a group of six fibrous silicate minerals that differ in their
chemical composition, fiber shape, and toxicity.34 Chrysotile, a
member of the serpentine mineral group that accounts for more
than 90% of industrial asbestos,32 is the species used in this
study. A raw chrysotile ore block (purity 90%) from El Dorado
Mine, Salt River, Arizona, was used as the source material for
generating fibers, while water used in experiments was treated
with an Ultrapure Milli-Q system. Acetic acid and other
electrolytes employed in some experiments (such as KHCO3)
were reagent-grade.
Our experimental solutions were prepared from aqueous

suspension of raw chrysotile fibers at pH 6.9 using the method
(Figure 1a) modified from an existing patent35 for producing a
stable suspension of finely divided chrysotile asbestos. The
procedure is described as follows: First, 10 g of dry chrysotile
ore is ground by a powder machine (SPEX MIXER/MILL
model 8000, S/N 65777) for 30 min to open the bulk
chrysotile fiber bundles from the ore. A 1 g sample of the
mechanically opened chrysotile fibers (powder) is then added
to a 2000 mL glass container, after which is added 1000 mL of
water. Then, 0.5 mL of acetic acid (1 M) is added to the slurry,
and a lab mixer (BenMix model OPLB-300) is turned on at
high speed (about 10 000 rpm) and allowed to run for 3 min.
The resulting asbestos dispersion is decanted into a 1000 mL
tall-form beaker. Within 30 min after the dispersion is prepared,
the largest fibers may settle out of the suspension. The
supernatant is then decanted from the settled residue into a
second beaker and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min. The
supernatant from this treatment is decanted and discarded, and
the remaining residue is dried and weighed. To produce
chrysotile fiber suspensions at various concentrations, the
appropriate weight of dry chrysotile fibers is dispersed with
1000 mL of water. Finally, an ultrasonic probe (Misonix Q55A)

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the procedure of producing stable chrysotile fiber suspension. (b and c) Comparison of (b) fluorescence microscopy and
(c) phase contrast microscopy of single chrysotile fiber in water. Error bars represent 5 μm. (d) Schematic of the experiment: in situ liquid cell
spinning-disk confocal microscopy.
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is applied for 10 min just prior to the experiment, to redisperse
the suspension. Using image analysis, we analyze the size
distribution of all fibers at the beginning of each experiment
(see below). Our results show that the procedure outlined here
reliably produces well-dispersed fibers in the range of 1−20 μm.
Experiments were run at three different environmentally

relevant concentrations, 20, 100, and 150 ppm, to determine
empirically if particle diffusion is affected by the concentration.
After redispersion, 40 μL of DksA−fluorescein probe reagent
(probe amount is about 0.02 nmol, Siliconbio, Inc., Japan) is
added to 5 mL of suspension to tag chrysotile fibers.
Liquid Cell Confocal Microscopy. Chrysotile fiber

motions in water were recorded using a custom-made
experimental setup (Figure 1d). In brief, the liquid cell was
constructed by mounting a coverslip on a glass slide. The glass
surfaces were cleaned in a 1:4 mixture of hydrogen peroxide
and sulfuric acid and by application of ultrasonication.
Typically, 1 μL of asbestos suspension was spread over the
entire coverslip area; it was observed that asbestos fibers did
not stick to the surfaces. The cell was sealed with ultraviolet
(UV)-cured adhesive (Norland 65, Edmund Optics, Barrington,
NJ) to prevent convective flow as a result of evaporation. At
least 10 min was allowed between sealing of the sample and
image acquisition to ensure the cessation of any convective flow
induced by the preparation procedure. The average gap
between the glass slide and the coverslip was measured as
170 ± 2 μm. Images were acquired on a spinning-disk confocal
microscope (Olympus IX81 inverted system) with fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC) filter cube (λex, 488 nm; λem, 520 nm), a
100× oil-immersion objective [numerical aperture (NA), 1.4;

depth of focus, 0.5 μm], and a Andor iXon3 electron-
multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera (10
frames per second) controlled by MetaMorph software
(Universal Imaging Co., Downingtown, PA). Images were
collected at a fixed-elevation plane approximately 8−10 μm
above the coverslip to minimize the magnitude of wall
hydrodynamic interactions (Figure 1d).

Image Analysis. Images are processed using a morpho-
logical image processing algorithm reported by Han et al.,18 to
identify particles using best-fit ellipses and track their motion
(Figure 2). In brief, the first step is to read source images,
which are two-dimensional (2D) slices (in a plane parallel to
the coverslip) of the liquid cell (Figure 2a). We then implement
a real-space bandpass filter, which suppresses pixel noise and
long-wavelength image variations while retaining information
on a characteristic size (Figure 2b). After filtering, we apply a
threshold method to generate binary images (Figure 2c). The
typical value for the threshold is between 2 and 2.5 pixels and
can be determined by a quick test on a single image in an image
processing program, such as ImageJ. After groups of pixels most
likely belonging to a single fiber are indexed, we use the built-in
2D “regionprops” function in MATLAB to locate the center
and orientation of the fibers in each frame. An elliptical shape is
then fit to these fibers (Figure 2d). From this procedure, we
obtain data on the center of mass in the lab frame, orientation
angle, and major and minor axis length for each particle in an
image. Displacements of the centroid locations of individual
fibers are tracked and compared from one frame to the next to
yield trajectory linking;36 a fiber in the time frame j is linked to
a fiber from the time frame (j − 1) if the change in the centroid

Figure 2. Fluorescence visualization of dynamics of individual chrysotile fibers in water. (a) Typical 2D view of the confocal image of diffusing fibers.
(b) Image after filtering. (c) Converted binary image. (d) Identification of fiber centroids and shapes on the binary image. The elliptical shapes are
color-coded to help distinguish between individual fibers. Scale bars are 10 μm.
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location is less than its smallest dimension. The consistent color
coding between the frames identifies individual fiber trajectories

(Figure 3c). It is important to note here that our measurements
tracked the motion of individual fibers. Although aggregation

Figure 3. Experimental measurement on a dilute suspension of chrysotile fibers with various aspect ratios in water. The chrysotile fiber concentration
equals 100 ppm. (a) Representation of a chrysotile fiber in the x−y lab frame and the a−b body frame. The angle between the two frames is θ. The
displacement Δr can be decomposed as (Δx, Δy) or (Δx ̃, Δy)̃. (b) Defining trajectories by lab-frame and body-frame displacement measurements.
(c) Lab-frame and (d) body-frame 2D 100 s random walk trajectories of diffusing chrysotile fibers with various aspect ratios. (e and f) Random walk
trajectory of a typical short chrysotile fiber during 5 and 500 s. (g and h) 2D random walk trajectory of a typical long chrysotile fiber during 5 and
500 s, respectively. Note the anisotropic behavior at short time scales (g), as shown by larger displacement in the x direction compared to the y
direction; diffusion becomes isotropic at later times (h).
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can occur in this system, the process is slow compared to the
time scale of observation for the reported experiments. We
measured the particle size distribution throughout the experi-
ment to confirm that there was no significant change.
Brownian Motion Measurement and Theory. It is

important to note that, although we characterize the motion of
chrysotile fibers in 2D, these fibers are diffusing in a three-
dimensional (3D) volume and, thus, are capable of moving into
and out of the visualized slice. Measured diffusivities will thus
vary from their true value by a small but unknown amount, and
this should be kept in mind when 2D Brownian motion
predictions are compared to our data. We return to this idea in
the Discussion.
We first consider lab-frame characterization. After the image

analysis, for each fiber, we obtain data consisting of centroid
positions x(tn) = [x(tn), y(tn)] and orientation angles θn relative
to the x axis at times tn = n(1/10)s, where (1/10)s is defined as
a step. During the nth step, the position of the fibers changes by
δx(tn) = x(tn) − x(tn − 1) and its orientation angle changes by
δθ(tn) = θ(tn) − θ(tn − 1). From the data set, we extracted an
ensemble of chrysotile fiber trajectories starting at different
times t and ending at time τ0 later. The total positional and
angular displacements in these trajectories are Δx(t) = x(t + τ0)
− x(t) and Δθ(t) = θ(t + τ0) − θ(t), respectively (Figure 3b).
The minimum time step, 1/10 s, was set by the camera frame
rate, while the maximum observation time (approximately 100
s) was determined by the limited size of the observation
window.
We then consider the translational motion of chrysotile fibers

by decomposing the displacement δxn into its components δxni
relative to the fixed lab frame and δxñi relative to the body
frame. As shown in Figure 3a, the two are related via a rotation,

δx ̃ni = Rij δxnj, where Rij =
θ θ
θ θ−⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

cos sin
sin cos

n n
n n

is the rotation

matrix with θn = [θ(tn − 1) + θ(tn)]/2. We constructed total
body-frame displacement by summing over displacement in
each step, x ̃(tn) = ∑k = 1

n δxk̃, and from this, we can construct
body-frame displacement for trajectories of duration t at
starting time τ0 via Δx ̃(t) = x ̃(t + τ0) − x ̃(τ0). The standard
error is estimated from the standard deviation of displacements
in each step divided by the square root of the number of
observed fibers.
MSDs in the body frame and in the lab frame, averaged over

all trajectories, can be written as eqs 1, 2, and 3, respectively

⟨ Δ ̃ ⟩ = ⟨ Δ ̃ ⟩ =x t D t y t D t[ ( )] 2 , [ ( )] 2a b
2 2

(1)

⟨ Δ ⟩ = ⟨ Δ ⟩ =x t D t y t D t[ ( )] 2 , [ ( )] 2x y
2 2

(2)

⟨ Δ ⟩ + ⟨ Δ ⟩ =x t y t D t[ ( )] [ ( )] 4 xy
2 2

(3)

where Da and Db are the one-dimensional (1D) diffusion
coefficients along the a and b axes in the body frame,
respectively. The parameters Dx and Dy are the 1D diffusion
coefficients along the x and y axes in the lab frame, respectively.
Dxy is the 2D diffusion coefficient in the lab frame.
Theoretically, chrysotile fibers can be modeled as rigid rods

with large aspect ratios, for which diffusion theory is well-
developed.26,28,37,38 The 2D translational diffusion coefficient is
predicted from theory38 to be

πη

γ γ
=

− − ⊥D
k T L d

L6

2 ln( / )
xy

B

s (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the sample
temperature (296 K in our experiments), ηs is the solution
viscosity (1.0 ± 0.1 mPa s), and γ∥ (−0.11) and γ⊥ (0.89) are
end correction coefficients,38 d is the effective chrysotile fiber
diameter, and L is the fiber length. The length of chrysotile
fibers in our samples varies from 1 to 20 μm, whereas their
effective diameters, including the protein-based probe coating,
were estimated to fall within the narrow range of 1.5 ± 0.5 μm.
We then consider the statistical properties of Δθ(t), which is

expected to be independent of translational motions.18 For a
free chrysotile fiber, MSDs of angle ⟨[Δθ(t)]2⟩ can be written
as

θ⟨ Δ ⟩ = θt D t[ ( )] 22
(5)

where Dθ is the 1D rotational diffusion coefficient.
According to the theory of Broersma,37 the rotational

diffusion coefficient Dθ of a rigid rod is predicted to be

πη
γ

=
−

θD
k T L d

L
3 ln( / )B

s

r
3

(6)

where γr (−0.45) is a length-dependent end-correction
coefficient.37

We now turn to the body- and lab-frame probability
distributions of translational displacements. According to the
study by Han et al.,18 the probability distribution function
(PDF) for body-frame displacements Δxĩ(t) is Gaussian and
can be written as

π σ
Δ ̃ = σΔ ̃f x t

t
( , )

1
2 ( )

ei
i

x t/2 ( )i i
2 2

(7)

where σ2i(t) = 2Dit and Di = (Da, Db).
Although the work by Han et al. shows that PDFs of

displacement in the lab frame exhibit non-Gaussian behavior in
the tails at short time scales, a Gaussian fit provides a first-order
approximation. In this study, we assume that the PDFs of
displacement in the lab frame also follow Gaussian behavior.
One consequence of a large aspect ratio is that, at short time

scales, particles have a tendency to diffuse more rapidly along
their axis (a direction) than orthogonal to it as a result of
hydrodynamic effects.18 Accordingly, diffusion of large aspect
ratio rods appears to be anisotropic over short time scales,
which is visually apparent in particle trajectories that show
correlations at short time scales; particle rotation eventually
drives a crossover to isotropic diffusion at sufficiently long time
scales, when memory of the orientation is lost.18 This effect
should be apparent in the distribution of particle displacements
in the body frame,18 where we expect along axis displacements
to be larger.

■ RESULTS
2D Random Walk Trajectories. Quantification of

chrysotile fiber Brownian motion is shown in Figure 3. Figure
3c (lab frame) and Figure 3d (body frame) plot displacement
of hundreds of chrysotile fibers during a representative
experiment (100 s). The results indicate that the chrysotile
fibers undergo significant displacement when they diffuse in
water. A qualitative but important observation is that the
chrysotile fibers exhibit the expected effect of the particle length
on diffusion. Small aspect ratio particles exhibit isotropic
diffusion over the entire range of observation (Figure 3e).
Elongated particles, however, diffuse anisotropically at short
time scales as a result of their tendency for along axis motion
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(Figure 3g). At sufficiently long time scales, diffusion of these
elongated particles crosses over to isotropic behavior as a result
of rotation, which washes out the directional memory of the
random walk (Figure 3h).
MSD of Translational and Rotational Diffusion. We

computed the translational MSDs for thousands of chrysotile
fibers with various aspect ratios under the three different
concentrations (20, 100, and 150 ppm) and compared these
results to the corresponding theoretical predictions for single-
particle diffusion of Brownian rods (Figure 4 and Figure S1 of
the Supporting Information). The 2D diffusion coefficients can
be obtained empirically using eq 3, once the respective MSDs
are calculated. These diffusion coefficients are reported in Table
1. The corresponding theoretical diffusion coefficients are
calculated using eq 4. The growth of the MSD with time is
consistent with a linear form and, hence, diffusion for all of the
data, although with significant variance (panels a and c of
Figure 4 and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). The
deviations between experimentally determined and theoretically
predicted diffusivities are small (by a factor of 2). Translational
diffusivities are size (length) dependent; however, the effect is
mild (see eq 4) and appears to be taken into account by the
theory (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). Much of the
variance in the data appears to be due to concentration, an

effect not considered in the theory, which assumes single-
particle diffusion.
Similarly, we report the rotational MSDs and corresponding

theoretical predictions for the same experiments (panels b and
d of Figure 4 and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).
Theoretical predictions for the rotational diffusion coefficient
Dθ (eq 6) indicate an inverse cubic dependence of length. Our
experimental results confirm this trend. In comparison to
translational diffusion, however, the difference between
theoretical and experimental diffusivities for rotation has a
larger range (by a factor of 4), and the data also exhibit greater
variability and perhaps a larger influence of concentration.
Larger variability in rotational data is not surprising, because the
angle resolution is significantly worse than detection of the
centroid in the ellipse-fitting scheme; this is a consequence of
spatial and temporal variations in particle brightness and
movement in and out of the focal plane (Movie S2 of the
Supporting Information).

PDF of Displacement. We measured the distribution of
particle displacements along a coordinate axis in a time interval
t. As discussed in the theory section, the PDF for displacements
in the lab and body frames is predicted to be Gaussian (or near
Gaussian), and the data are indeed reasonably well fit by a
Gaussian distribution (Figure 5). More quantitatively, the
standard deviation of each PDF should be directly related to

Figure 4. MSD graphs computed from trajectories of thousands of individual chrysotile fibers at different initial concentrations (◇, 20 ppm; ○, 100
ppm; and □, 150 ppm). (a and c) Translational MSDs of short (blue) and long (orange) chrysotile fibers, respectively. (b and d) Rotational MSDs
of short (blue) and long (orange) chrysotile fibers, respectively. Open symbols represent experimental observations, and solid lines represent
theoretical values. See Figure S1 of the Supporting Information for plots of all aspect ratio classes.

Table 1. Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical Values of Translational (Dxy) and Rotational (Dθ) Diffusion
Coefficients for Chrysotile Fibers with Various Aspect Ratiosa

aspect ratio Dxy (μm
2/s) Dθ (rad

2/s)

1 ≥ a ≥ 3 9.6 × 10−2 ± 4.1 × 10−2 (8.2 × 10−2) 2.3 × 10−1 ± 3.3 × 10−2 (1.3 × 10−1)
3 ≥ a ≥ 5 1.2 × 10−1 ± 2.2 × 10−2 (7.7 × 10−2) 3.1 × 10−2 ± 1.3 × 10−2 (2.7 × 10−2)
5 ≥ a ≥ 7 5.6 × 10−2 ± 1.3 × 10−2 (7.0 × 10−2) 2.2 × 10−3 ± 8.8 × 10−4 (9.8 × 10−3)
7 ≥ a ≥ 9 4.1 × 10−2 ± 9.1 × 10−3 (6.1 × 10−2) 1.3 × 10−3 ± 3.4 × 10−4 (4.7 × 10−3)
9 ≥ a ≥ 11 3.7 × 10−2 ± 6.8 × 10−3 (5.4 × 10−2) 9.0 × 10−4 ± 3.6 × 10−4 (2.6 × 10−3)

aValues in parentheses are theoretical predictions.
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diffusivity through eqs 1 and 2, where the 2D diffusivity may be
computed from the measured 1D distributions as Dxy = (Dx +
Dy)/2 = (Da + Db)/2. Thus, fitting a Gaussian distribution to
the displacement data provides an independent estimate of
diffusivity. Indeed, empirically determined diffusivities from the
Gaussian fits are in reasonable agreement with those
determined from the MSDs (Figure 5; by a factor of 3). The
data also confirm the following expectations from theory: PDFs
indicate isotropic diffusion in the lab frame for short and long
particles (particles should have no preferred direction of
motion in the Cartesian frame; panels a and c of Figure 5); lab-
and body-frame PDFs are identical for short particles (panels a
and b of Figure 5); i.e., there is no preferred direction of
motion for equant particles; and body-frame PDFs show that
elongated particles have larger displacements along axis at short
times (Figure 5d); i.e., they exhibit anisotropic diffusion. Our
longest particles have an aspect ratio of order 10, and the
displacement PDFs indicate a diffusion anisotropy of Da/Db ≈
6 at a time scale Δt = 0.1 s. This is comparable in magnitude to
the observed anisotropy for particles of a similar aspect ratio
reported by Han et al.18 From theory, we expect that the time
scale over which diffusion becomes isotropic is determined by
the rotational diffusion time (i.e., the time to “lose” memory of
orientation) and should scale with the aspect ratio cubed; for
our particles with an aspect ratio of 10, this is of order 10 s,

consistent with our observations. See the study by Han et al.18

for a more detailed treatment.

■ DISCUSSION

We have used spinning-disk confocal microscopy to track the
diffusion of fluorescent-tagged chrysotile asbestos fibers in
water at environmentally relevant concentrations. Our ob-
servations demonstrate that the theories of single-particle
Brownian motion of rods18,37 predict, to first order, the
translational and rotational dynamics observed in our system.
There are significant discrepancies between our measurements
and theoretical predictions; however, we consider here some
possible explanations for these differences. First, there are
several possible sources of measurement error that could be
important but are not quantified at present. One of them is
related to dimensionality; because the asbestos fibers actually
undergo 3D diffusion while we only track 2D motion in a plane,
experimental measurements likely underestimate true diffusiv-
ity, which results in a discrepancy with (2D) theoretical
predictions. Another source of potential error is that fibers can
move in and out of the focal plane, which introduces errors in
determination of the position. Determination of rotational
motion is significantly more error-prone than translation,
because fitted ellipse size fluctuates more than centroid position
when particles move in and out of the focal plane. Lastly,
imperfections of the chrysotile fibers may cause uneven coating

Figure 5. Probability distributions of displacements measured over t = 0.1 s, for an experiment with a chrysotile fiber concentration of 100 ppm. (a
and c) Lab-frame PDFs for (□) Δx and (○) Δy, respectively. (b and d) Body-frame PDFs for (□) Δx ̃ and (○) Δy,̃ respectively. () Best Gaussian
fit for Δx or Δx ̃. (- - -) Best Gaussian fit for Δy or Δy.̃ For body-frame, Da = 9.4 × 10−2 and 7.2 × 10−2 μm2/s for short and long chrysotile fibers,
respectively, and Db = 9.0 × 10−2 and 1.1 × 10−2 μm2/s for short and long chrysotile fibers, respectively. For lab-frame, Dx = 9.8 × 10−2 and 4.6 ×
10−2 μm2/s for short and long chrysotile fibers, respectively, and Dy = 9.3 × 10−2 and 4.4 × 10−2 μm2/s for short and long chrysotile fibers,
respectively. Data indicate isotropic diffusion for short (equant) particles and anisotropic diffusion with larger along axis displacements for elongated
particles.
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of the fluorescence dye on the surfaces, which may lead to error
in identification and characterization of the fibers. Besides error,
there appears to be a real effect of the concentration on particle
diffusivity in the experiments. The MSD plots for all fiber
lengths show that data are stratified by the concentration
(Figure 4 and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).
Although the data are variable, the general trend is that
translational and rotational diffusion decrease as the concen-
tration increases. This intuitively makes sense, because it
indicates that fiber motion slows as the particles become
crowded.16,39 However, a simple model for volume exclusion
effects40 predicts that the influence of the concentration should
be negligible for all of our experiments, suggesting that
hydrodynamic interactions may be relevant. Thus, while the
linear increase of MSD with time indicates generally diffusive
behavior for all concentrations, it appears that increasing the
concentration from 20 to 150 ppm results in a modest change
in the rate of particle diffusion, somehow as a result of particle−
particle interactions. Quantifying this effect would require
experiments over a significantly larger range of concentrations;
however, it is challenging to significantly increase the
concentration because the optics are degraded as a result of
light attenuation.
In addition, besides error, previous experimental studies of

the diffusivity of spheres have shown that the 2D diffusivity
deviates systematically from the 3D diffusivity, except in the
limit of dilute suspensions, far from a wall.41 The dynamical
deviations from bulk diffusion for rods near a rigid boundary
should produce measurable entropic forces,42 resulting from
interactions between the rods and the walls. These types of
interactions may be important to explore in future studies of
the transport of colloidal rods through a porous medium, where
the rods would necessarily come into contact with walls at
larger particle concentrations.
Environmental Implications. Although the theory for

Brownian motion of rods is well-known, up to now, it has only
been experimentally tested for synthetic and well-controlled
elongated particles under highly idealized experimental
conditions. While our liquid cell experiment is a far cry from
the complexity of the natural environment, it does include
natural and (presumably) compositionally variable material, a
wide distribution of particle lengths and (presumably) shapes,
and significant particle concentrations. In addition, as far as we
know, the longest particles in our experiments possess an aspect
ratio larger than any previous study and, therefore, extend the
known range of applicability of the Brownian rod approx-
imation. This study provides a building block toward predicting
the diffusion of asbestos fibers in the natural environment. The
success of the diffusion theory in describing our experiments,
with no calibration, indicates that it may also be employed to
describe the diffusion of asbestos and other fibers in the more
viscous physiological fluids of the human lung or porous solids.
Specifically, eqs 4 and 6 account for the effects of fluid density
and temperature, in addition to particle size and shape. We
suggest that this diffusion theory should be broadly applicable
to a wide range of colloids and environments.
In many situations, even airborne asbestos particles will have

spent a significant time in partially or fully saturated soil before
entrainment by the wind; thus, the dynamics of asbestos in the
aqueous phase cannot be ignored. Although molecular diffusion
is typically small compared to the magnitudes of large-scale
contaminant advection and dispersion, diffusion is important
for several reasons. It can influence the sorption and retention

of colloidal particles in porous media.43,44 Diffusion may be
relevant for how asbestos fibers migrate within the lung.45,46

Anisotropic diffusion also raises some interesting questions
about how and whether particle orientation influences mobility
in confined areas, such as soil pores. Under the presence of a
shear flow, elongated particles will orient themselves to align
with vorticity at a sufficiently large rotational Peclet number
(Per = γ/̇Dr, where γ ̇ is the shear rate and Dr is the rotational
diffusion coefficient).47 For a given elongated particle (l = 1 ×
10−5 m, and Dr = 1 × 10−3 rad/s) under typical groundwater
flow conditions (v = 1 × 10−6 m/s, and r = 1 × 10−3 m), Per ∼
1. This simple scale analysis indicates that fluid advection and
molecular diffusion may both have a significant influence on
particle rotation; how these effects control the movement of
rods through pore throats is worthy of further attention.
Finally and perhaps most importantly, diffusion sets the pace

of aggregate growth by determining the collision frequency of
particles.48−50 Because virtually all colloids form aggre-
gates44,51−53 and the size of aggregates determines the mobility
of particles in air,3 streams,54 and groundwater,10,11 knowing
the rate of diffusion is a key first step toward a more
mechanistic understanding of colloidal transport in the
environment. It is possible that idealized models for aggregate
growth48,55 may be generalized to environmentally relevant
materials and settings. This next step, however, requires a better
understanding of particle−particle interactions. The anisotropic
nature of diffusion for rods may influence these interactions by
determining particle contact geometry, with implications for
both aggregate structure and kinetics. This effect remains to be
explored.
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